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Abstract

Our recent article in GS-Journal on non existence of Light and Photons outside our brain
has triggered a new research into the very core of our existence that questions our
creation and reality. I have started to do my research on Torsion Waves and have read
many articles about this phenomenon. It seems that Torsion Waves are invisible, yet
they are all over the space and vacuum. Every star, celestial body, a particle or even a
thought produces Torsion Waves. Every object displacement results in Torsion Waves
and I have even read that DNA and cells communicate between each other via Torsion
waves. Nikola Tesla seemed to be the first scientist doing experiments with the Torsion
Waves by feeding these with alternating currents in exact opposite phase, which made
the net result a nil electromagnetic field, the zero field. Even though the two opposite
electromagnetic fields eliminated each other, Tesla managed to demonstrate that these
spiraled wires were capable of sending energy over very long distances. He discovered
a totally new form of energy. Incredibly, these waves did not lose any energy when
carried over a distance, as we see happening with normal electromagnetic waves. Over
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extremely long distances there seemed to be no loss of significant energy at all. Quote:
Patrick Quanten MD.

We will investigate Al Zeeper’s finding that Light and Photons do not exist outside out
brain and will try to prove that our brain which emits and receives Torsion Waves is our
only digital organ capable to transform these waves into our reality and the world we see
and perceive. I have stated in my early paper that all we assume to happen around us is
merely a product of a few square inches created in the back of our brain. A clear proof
that all is happening inside our brain and that we live in a matrix full of heat and Torsion
Waves, sort of a heat wave oven that sustains life necessary temperatures for us to
survive. This research paper represents one of the greatest mind consciousness studies
ever to be conducted on the human soil.

Key words: Albert Einstein, Isaac Newton, Nikola Tesla, Energy, Aether Frequency,
Mind, Brain, Consciousness, Electromagnetism, Electrical-Mass, Gravity, Quantum
Mechanics, Speed of Light, Torsion Waves, Heat Waves.

1) Introduction

I have been amazed by the idea of the Torsion Waves about a year ago, yet was not
able to fit them into the whole picture of reality that seems to be holographic in its
nature. I have found this link to Patrick Quanten’s view of Torison Waves and connected
them to what Al Zeeper proved via this (1) simple equation:

http://freespace.virgin.net/ahcare.qua/literature/science/torsionwaves.html

(1) E=m x 1/Z x A²Z³
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E=Energy, m=mass, Z=Time, A=Acceleration

According to the equation (1):

Electrical Energy = Aether x Frequency x Heat

Zeeper first called m/Z or q/Z light, but now changed his view to the frequency of the
aether caring heat waves. According to Zeeper our sun, flashlights or other light
generating devices only emit heat waves that hit the matter to start quantumly to burn
emitting its own heat waves relative to the chemical consistence of this matter. These
absorbed and newly reemitted heat waves fall onto our retina and a light color spectrum
gets produced via the electrical impulses of our brain.

I find this approach for the retina to produce light over heat waves a good idea which
has a mathematical proof. What about the idea of the Torsion Waves with their velocity
at 109x the speed of light or even billions of times this velocity? How do they travel to us
from distant suns or star systems?

Some research says that Torsion Waves do not travel at all. There is no distance
traversed, sort of like a string on a guitar, there is no distance traveled linearly, but the
string vibrates (waves) in amplitude. We said that light does not exist that is why the
speed of light is approximately 300.000.000 m/s measured only on earth and this
number does not apply to the interplanetary level, because Al Zeeper calculated that the
speed of light on Mars would be around 186.000.000 m/s. A recent article gave proof
that the speed of light is not constant see:

http://motherboard.vice.com/blog/the-speed-of-light-may-be-less-constant-than-wethought
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I dare to state that all scientific beliefs about the age and distances in our universe are
wrong. We will now prove why.

According to the research of Patrick Quanten, a russian researcher of Torison Waves
and physicist Kozyrev also discovered that stars emanate torsion wave-like energy and
he postulated that this was the result of the spinning of the stars. By observing the star
with a special telescope that could measure torsion waves, he noticed that the star
generated torsion waves from a location that should be the true location of the star. The
position indicated by the light coming from the star showed the position of the star of
many years ago, since light from that star has taken many light years to reach us. This
then indicated that torsion waves must indeed travel at unbelievable speeds. He even
noticed that torsion waves could be measured at a future location of the star. This would
indicate that the speed at which Torsion Waves travel, breaks the time barrier and is
displaced into the future.

About two years ago I have posted a video on YouTube that had more than 500 visitors
in just a few weeks and the picture I will add here was placed on some Nobel Prize
Webpage in an Indian newspaper. I have took my hand drawing and used the idea of
electrical-mass combined with E=mQ² that can also be written as:
(2) Planck Power of Planck Heat = Q√(c x ħ x G)

Q=Coulomb or Planck Force
c=the speed of light
ħ=Planck Reduced Constant
G=Gravitational Constant
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I will explain this equation later as it has led to the fact that Einstein was correct when
writing E=mc^4. Later he reduced c to c² out of no reason.

2) Connection between Gravity, Torsion (Heat) Waves, Consciousness and Mind

Picture 1: Device for the determination of the Quantum Gravity

From this picture one can observe that my hand drawing points to a Torsion Wave
created between R5 and R8, however one needs to imagine that all the objects on the
picture dynamically experience angular and linear frequencies, velocities and distance
resulting in angular and linear heat or:
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(3) Electrical-mass x Frequency² x Heat² = qc^4 = mc^4 = Fp x √(c x ħ x G)

q=electrical mass, c=speed of light, m=relativistic mass, Fp=Planck Force (Q Coulomb)

It is often cited that humanity only uses 10% of the brain (for someone like Einstein, who
profusely meditated his equations in ecstasies), and Einstein relays in his General
Relativity Theory, that were the other 90% to become assigned,

(4) e=mc^4 would result.

Einstein states that the body would transform into pure energy:

My (5) E=mQ² has now proven that when we exchange m relativistic mass by q or
electrical-mass, dough we are all made of which has no velocity ceiling and avoids
Lorentz transformation we obtain: (q electrical-mass is the ocean we all swim in and is
pushing us down to the earth as gravity)

Fore more visit also: http://www.physicstruth.com/ and http://seek.onlytruth.org/

(6) E=qc^4

The answer lies in Q=the quantum speed of thinking in the human brain (in quantum
steps per second)

Angular velocity AZ x distance of circumference AZ² = Heat or A²Z³ (same goes for the
linear velocity)
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We end up with (angular and linear) Heat squared x (angular and linear) Frequency
squared and by adding q or electrical mass we obtain:

q=electrical-mass, A=Acceleration, Z=Time

q electrical mass x Heat² / Time² = Power x Heat = ec^2 = qc^4 = Einstein's E=mc^4

(7) Power x Heat = qA²Z x A²Z³
(8) Power x Heat = qc^4 or qA^4Z^4

note: AZ=velocity or temperature

We know that mass free energy is defined by Dr. Wilhelm Reich when m or mass
becomes distance l or m=l so:

(9) E=ml²/t² is transformed into Organic Growth Energy (10) E=l³t²

(11) qc^4 contains this Organic Growth as an Acceleration over an Area or on the
Quantum level:
(12) √(c x ħ x G) = Planck Acceleration over a Planck Area

We obtain:
Q=Coulomb (Planck Force), v=frequency, c=speed of light, ħ=reduced Planck constant,
G=Gravitational constant, e=Energy
(13) Planck Force x √(c x ħ x G) = qc^4 = Q√(c x ħ x G) = ħ x v x c² = ec²
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c^4 = warp 300 Million factor!

This is the equation for humanity to become one with the one and only energy called
consciousness. The way to all this leads over E=mQ² and the activation of the last 4
consciousness circuits over the value function of the Prospect Theory where one entity
is subjected to multiple polarization and reflection effects (losses become gains, praise
becomes criticism and vice versa) described by Kahneman and Tversky.

Why are torsion waves able to travel faster than light? They represent a mass free
energy and speed of light is only an illusion. There is no such thing as velocity of light,
because we have proven that light as such does not exist and is only a product of our
brain.

My good old friend Rodney Kawecki, Ph.D., physicist, writer and the father of the Faster
Than Light Constant, the Q² based Kawecki constant commented my Torsion Wave
finding as follows:

“Very good, Q2 (FTL), stronger predictable waves that senserely start to curve into the
abiss. Such wavelengths deity in a freedom field terrain (space). Freedom of velocity
strengths. Availably to travel. As space (gravity) pushes with velocity strengths allowing
for travel continuality weightlessness in space manueverabilities regardless of
sizemass.”

According to Al Zeeper, heat, electricity and light are all one. Heat is merely the wave
produced by the expansion and contraction of space. A²Z³ however that wave moves
the quantum particles of space. Therefore the movement of the mass of space is what
creates the heat in whatever it hits. That wave within the aether of space is also
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electricity and light. It's all one. According to Zeeper, energy ultimately originates from
star combustion which causes fluctuation of Tesla's aether.
Star combusting equation is written as follows:
(14) (Aether x Frequency) x Heat = m x 1/Z x A²Z³ = mA²Z³

Al Zeeper wrote that when you run a magnet through a coil, you are doing something
that is equal to expanding aether. Not aether expanding, but equal to an expansion
within a specific volume of aether. If the earth disappeared, the aether that it is
displacing would contract, therefore it is expanding the aether.

If you have a look at http://www.einsteinmagnetism.com/ you will see that a magnet is
simply a uni-directional q-particle gun. And when you push a magnet through a coil it
then acts just like a pressurized spray washer. The magnet pushes free electrons which
is the same as the aether being spread apart by the earth. Even though q-particles
move through mass, the presence of mass still pushes apart the natural "pressure" (qparticle lattice) of space. Hence when that volume contracts (whose circumference is the
Volt), it sends a wave through the aether which is both Heat and Light.

If the wave is contained so that it rather pushes electrons (as opposed to itself moving
through the aether) then you get electricity. All of this is not related to the "whole of
space" (universe) expanding.

According to my friend Erik Margan from www.ijs.si It is true that as an atom emits a
photon (wave-packet) its electron orbital becomes smaller (well, not actually smaller, but
different). Unfortunately, the photon is emitted only in one direction, and never all around
as a spherical wave. In their lab they have a low intensity (almost single) photon source,
which emits randomly anything between 1 and 6 photons at an average rate between 5
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and 25 events per second, and their detectors detect them unambiguously. But this is
not their exclusive feature, anybody can buy such sources and detector arrays and test
it all for himself.

Erik also wrote; of course, it's perfectly possible that the q-particles serve as a medium
for propagation of photons/EM-fields, but for now we do not have any indication that the
EM interaction is still active at the Planck's scale. There may well be a cutoff far below
the Planck's energy scale, without any consequence for the EM interaction as we know
it. We also do not have any indication that q-particles exist, we only have the Planck's
scale as the upper limit of energy and frequency, and the lower limit of space and time
(if time as a physical dimension exists at all).

Zeeper responded; If the earth were to move closer to the sun (therefore the pushing
energy that once occupied that orbital space must go somewhere), A wave-packet
would certainly be emitted. An orbital space of sunlight ejected, which brings us back to
the fact that all forms of energy "anywhere in existance" are rooted in the combustion.
Which is why Newton told us that mA (mass combusting), (collapsing), (Heat ejecting)
depending upon the Voltage (AZ²) "is" that energy. Is the (photon out, orbital smaller)
statement above not the agreed upon view of the majority?

Erik added; No. The process is of too low energy and occurs too slowly for the
phenomena on the quantum scale. That was Einstein's idea of gravitons and
gravitational waves. But in spite of >50 years of research and detector building, we did
not detect anything. Maybe the gravitons have too little energy, or there are no
gravitons. But the key reason is the problem of inertia. If the vacuum energy density
were not proportional to the third power of frequency (of EM waves/photons), all the
movement would either accelerate to c within a couple of hours, or would come to a
standstill. Therefore vacuum must somehow be completely neutral to inertial motion.
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I must admit that I have gained a lot from this scientific dispute between Al Zeeper and
Erik Margan as I have promised to both that they have given me enough material to
write a short research paper on their issue.

Patrick Quanten states that we must understand why matter and energy are
exchangeable in Einstein’s famous equation E=mc² and exactly what it is that gives
matter its density and solidity. Matter is a condensed form of accumulated energy and
internally there exist properties of inertia that will give it its mass. In reality, mass is not a
solid structure. Mass is an illusion of a solid thing. This illusion is maintained because of
the collected inertia within the waves. We have always believed that inertia was an
inherent property of mass, but it now turns out to be the other way around: the collected
inertia in a certain area of space from a spinning electromagnetic field creates an effect
that we observe as mass.

Quanten also states that static torsion waves in the form of vortices in the ether and the
spiraling torsion waves that spread with supraluminal speeds are receiving more and
more attention in the western scientific community. Some predict that torsion waves are
the missing link in the search for Einstein’s unification theory. It appears that
electromagnetism, gravity and torsion waves all belong to the same family; they are all
part of ether vibrations. Could one call Torsion Waves the fifth force?

Al Zeeper speaks about ether vibrations and ether frequency when defining energy in
his: (Aether x Frequency) x Heat = m x 1/Z x A²Z³ = mA²Z³ equation.

For the consciousness to take effect in our brain heat waves on a short distance and
Torsion Waves on a long distance need to be translated into visible color spectrum and
solid objects over our retina and our brain. Exactly like the binary code of a computer,
only the computer itself is what can transform a binary code into a beautiful image. In
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the exact same way only our brains are what takes the "heat (torsion) wave code" of our
physical world and transforms it into what - only our brains - see as light and color or
physical and solid objects. Quote: Al Zeeper

Recently I read a year old article about our reality submitted to me by my good old friend
Gan Gan from India on my http://www.physicstruth.com/ forum.

http://escher-verse.blogspot.in/2012/10/ultimate-guide-to-reality.html

Quote from the article: "In fact, every process in the universe can be reduced to
interactions between particles that produce binary answers: yes or no, here or there, up
or down. That means nature, at its most fundamental level, is simply the flipping of
binary digits or bits, just like a computer. The result of the myriad bit flips is manifest in
what we perceive as the ongoing arrangement, rearrangement and interaction of atoms
in other words, reality."

As stated in this and our previous paper, Al Zeeper proposed a new model of reality and
consciousness creation where our world is a dark place full of heat energy waves. I have
upgraded this model with Torsion Waves as it has been proven that every matter or
particle displacement, even thought process produces Torsion Waves.

Quantum mechanics says that everything is particle and wave and once a conscious
observer looks at something this superpositon wave function collapses and matter
appears. Our brain however emits and receives the Torsion Waves that is why I am sure
some individuals are able to change the way how matter appears.

This is proven by Patrick Quanten as he wrote; Maybe these newly discovered type of
waves hold the key to understanding more of the world we live in. They certainly seem
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to be the basis of the formation of matter and the way the material world is changed
constantly. The other very interesting feature is that we now, for the first time, have proof
of how thoughts can change the physicality of our living world. Prior to this discovery we
could only show that thoughts and emotions did influence our lives; now we know it.

At this point of research we can support the David Bohm and Karl Pribram view of the
universe as a giant hologram by adding heat and Torsion Waves as the binary code
translated by our brain which creates our reality. On the other hand we must overrule
the Orchestrated Objective Reduction (Orch-OR) theory of consciousness by Hameroff
and Penrose, because it is based on a solid mass/gravity model of consciousness
creation.

As mentioned in the previous paper here:

http://gsjournal.net/Science-Journals/Essays/View/4804

(Orch-OR) theory of consciousness was developed with the idea that microtubule within
the brain neurons serve as a quantum computer using the pushing force of gravity to
create consciousness when these microtubule are pressed down like computer keys or
similar to an organ that is played in the church.

I was always wondering how Hameroff and Penrose talk about pushing gravity for their
model whereas the mainstream science is still stuck in the gas/light era with gravity
being an attractive force between the objects with lager masses and a curvature of
space.

I now propose a new Zeeper heat wave and Pibernik Torsion Wave approach to the
creation of light and consciousness within our brain at short and long distances that
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should not be measured in light years but seen as immediate. Srečko Amrit has proven
that time does not exist and is only a numerical order of material change. This means
that our universe is timeless and time only has a mathematical character. On the
quantum level there is no time and all phenomena such as energy and information
transfer are immediate. The transfer of information is taken over by the spherical Planck
sized QS or quanta of space.

What I would like to add to all this is my now 2 years old idea that our brain is a digital
quantum transceiver/receiver device that takes us out of the quantum world or this dark
matrix full of heat energy and Torsion Waves slowing down things and events so that we
can experience events for consciousness to learn and to explore. We have been given a
retina to create light for us via heat waves and the rest of the brain to emit and to receive
the Torsion Waves. This is how we and all kinds communicate with everything there is
representing one giant overmind or the spirit that goes through every living or material
thing.

3) A Torsion Wave put to a halt would result in Matter transforming into Energy
I we take as an example our famous E=mQ² equation where we defined Q as:

Q=the quantum speed of thinking in the human brain (in quantum steps per second)

We obtain following:

Q²=linear velocity (AZ) x angular velocity (AZ) x distance (AZ² / Pi²) x circumference
(AZ²) / linear frequency (1/Z) x angular frequency (Pi²/Z)

We now have:
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(15) Q²=A^4Z^6 / Pi² x Pi² / Z²

By canceling out Pi² the Torsion Wave is halted and by adding q or electrical mass we
obtain the one with consciousness equation where each body becomes pure energy:
(16) E=qA^4Z^4 or in Einstein's terms (17) E=mc^4
We however exchanged m or relativistic mass with q or electrical mass that has no
velocity ceiling that is why Lorentz transformation has been avoided and we could reach
warp factor of thinking at 300 million.

4) Closing of the research paper

From my research on the Torsion Waves sparked by the Al Zeeper’s idea of heat waves
that manifest as light over our retina, I have learned it has been noticed that all physical
objects can absorb as well as emit Torsion Waves. By shaking physical objects, by
vibrating them, by altering them, through heating or cooling, they generate measurable
Torsion Waves. Even displacing an object generates a Torsion Wave that can be
measured. Every movement, whether it is the vibrations of an atom or the orbit time of
our planets, leaves its mark on the ether in the form of torsion waves.

My friend who was a fellow researcher of mine on TOE Quest forum from Finland
Kimmo Rouvari has done an experiment for me by measuring the increased Torsion
Wave rate with multiple object displacements. This experiment is on YouTube. Rouvari
calls it the Rouvari effect and how to generate gamma radiation based on his theory. A
clear reinvention of the wheel, and an experiment done by Nikola Tesla about a 100
years ago. Warning! Gamma radiation (torsion waves are) is dangerous for your health.
Are they?
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Link: http://www.youtube.com/watch?feature=player_embedded&v=7vyU8QhToHQ

According to Brendan D. Murphy's article torsion waves have the potential to initiate a
fundamental paradigm shift. They are bridging the gap between mind and matter in a
way that was never thought possible, and in the process they are validating the
perspectives of mystics and occultists. Various researchers consider torsion as being
synonymous or identical with consciousness itself. Since torsion waves are a
fundamental and ubiquitous feature of the cosmos we can see how consciousness is
also; consciousness has a real and detectable force which can act on the environment
both locally and remotely. Suddenly the notion of something like psychokinesis is not so
“paranormal.” Sol Luckman refers to torsion energy as “intelligent light or intention
energy emanating from higher dimensions” and notes that it is distinguishable from both
gravity and electromagnetic radiation. Torsion fields are spin fields within gravity, and as
such, they can be used to mitigate and nullify gravity, an idea I explore in relation to
bodily levitation.

In our conclusion we state that Al Zeeper has not only provided the world with his Grand
Unification of Gravity and Electromagnetism, but has also paved the way showing the
missing link between our reality, mind, matter and consciousness. Al Zeeper is the first
person known on this planet that has proposed heat waves to be the source of all light
and non-existence of light and photons outside our brain. Our mainstream science is still
stuck in gas/light era looking for the answers beyond that next star. Everybody forgets
that the most profound discoveries are within ourselves woven into the threads that bind
us all. Recently I have been reading an article on-line about the idea of the holographic
nature of our universe which is supported by our research. The article says that if the
holographic principle is confirmed, it rules out all approaches to quantum gravity that do
not incorporate the holographic principle. Conversely, it would be a boost for those that
do - including some derived from string theory and something called matrix theory.
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“Ultimately, we may have our first indication of how space-time emerges out of quantum
theory.” As serendipitous discoveries go, it’s hard to get more ground-breaking than that.
Our proposal is an exact answer to all this, all matter emits heat and waves similar to
string theory and our brain uses the principles of holography to decode these waves into
what we call reality.

Another good example is this recent article in Phys.Org. where science is unable to
provide an answer to the phenomenon of the so called dark lightning. Well we have an
answer to that. It appears that before we see a lightning, a dark lightning comes first.
Could dark lightning be some pressure/density or electric HEAT discharge phenomenon
and our brain needs some time to create visible light, not to talk about our ears to hear
the lightning struck?

http://phys.org/news/2013-04-scientists-dark-lightning-linked-visible.html

Accoring to Al Zeeper this a proof that Light is Heat. Dark lightning is just heat that is at
a higher frequency, a frequency of heat that your eyes cannot detect as light. Then as
that dark lightning slows down the frequency becomes long enough to be seen as light
by your retina and your brain. It's all very simple once you understand that light photons
do not exist. This research paper has not only abolished the idea of measuring space
and distance in light years, but also proved that time is a human invention being a
product of the pushing gravity. Time as we know it exists only here and on this planet.
All our physics that uses c or the speed of light as a basic constant is wrong and books
will need to be rewritten. Physics as the fundamental natural science being wrong has
kept us grounded for years. It is time to step out of the simulation and enter our true
home which is infinite eternity. Please share this research paper with your family and
friends. If you have any questions, please do not hesitate to contact us via e-mail and
ask anything you want. Our research is at your disposal on-line 24/7/365.
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